
Reading comprehension
for Grade 2
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Every day, I would go

to the park with my

grandpa. We would

see all kinds of birds

at the park. By the

1. Where do I go everyday?

a. park b. movie c. library

2. Who do I go to park with?

a. grandpa b. dad    c. mom

3. What do I see there in the park?

a. birds b. dogs c.  cats

time I was seven, I could name every bird in

the park.
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I love to go bird-

watching at the park. I

see a lot of birds there

and they are all so

colorful! Their little

1. Where do I see the birds?

a. in a park b. palace     c. village

2. What is the size of the feet of the birds?

a. big     b. very big    c. little

3. How do birds fly?

a. with wings b. bike     c.  airplane

feet are so funny, too. They hop along and

then they stretch out their wings and fluff

up their feathers.
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We have a beautiful garden where my dad

and I plant flower seeds. After a week,

they begin to grow.

1. What do we read about?

a. garden b. movie c. teacher

2. Who is helping me in the garden?

a. dad b. mom c.  grandpa

3. When do the seeds begin to grow?

a. after a day     b. after a week     c.  after a month
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I go to school every day on a yellow bus.

My friends and teachers are always there

for me, but my best friend is Jessie.

1. What is the color of the bus?

a. yellow b. red     c.  green

2. Do I have friends?

a. yes b.  no

3. Who is my best friend?

a. Jessie b.  Kate c.  Ann
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Kate was excited

to finally be able

to get a bike that

was big enough

for her. Her dad

1. Who do we read about?

a. Kate b. Nat     c.  Bat

2. What did Kate got?

a. bike     b. car c. boat

3. What is attached to the bike?

a. bag b. basket c. light

helped set it up and attached a basket so

she could take things with her.
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